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New generation
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The Internet is literally full of numerous sites with  erotic content. Content for adults 
has a stunning success and gains millions of views every month. Using such 
resources, users set as priorities the confidentiality, security and availability of 
unique content. 

Project Lead-In
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and more...

of erotic content
We will create a unique platform for adults, where anyone will be able to relax and get 
aesthetic pleasure. We will unite hundreds of thousands of users, models and 
producers in one place. We will create a platform where you can not only enjoy your 
leisure time, but also earn excellent amount of money. 

Mission

Enjoy your leisure time,
relax or earn excellent money



The sexiest market
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Market Overview
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Adult — a trend of business on the Internet, specializing in erotic content for grown-up 
viewers. As the statistics show, the adult industry is a very profitable and promising 
niche. Today, the total revenue in this segment reaches 97 billion dollars a year, and 
this figure is growing rapidly. Every day new sites for adults appear; however, in the 
conditions of fierce competition, only the strongest can survive.

TheThe struggle for a "place under the sun" forces the resource owners to study the needs 
of the target audience thoroughly, conduct regular analytics, interest the audience 
with new features and systematically update the content. In order to occupy a leading 
position in the market, it is necessary to constantly introduce innovations and 
advanced technologies.

ToTo keep up with the market  resource owners have to know their audience. It is 
necessary to understand viewers needs and desires and constantly new features, 
formats and advanced technologies.

Top indsutry websites

5 billion
visitors per month

4 billion
visitors per month

3.3 billion
visitors per month



From VHS to crypto
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The origins of the adult industry are rooted in the times when first printed magazines 
for adults began to appear, and special rubrics of the erotic direction emerged in 
newspapers. Later, in addition to the printed products, VHS tapes appeared. Thus, a 
new period in the history of the mass distribution of erotic content began.

TheThe development of information technology, the emergence of CDs and the Internet 
has opened new opportunities. Today, the adult industry takes the lion's share of the 
total amount of Internet content and is characterized by the introduction of the 
following modern technologies:

Historical Facts
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Virtual reality

“Smart” sex toys

Tactile costumes

Blockchain technology



The sexiest market
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Following the latest trends in any promising area, you can count on a competitive 
advantage over other industry participants. Sites for adults are a niche that opens up 
wide opportunities for good earnings. Erotic content has always been popular among 
both men and women, and the situation will not change.

Current trends:

 • Free content VS paid content

 • Amateur content VS professional content

  • Monthly payment VS payment per second

Statistics clearly show the real situation in this segment.
We have the following picture:

Current trends in the adult industry
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The sexiest market
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As well as any field of activity, the adult industry has a number of problems. As a rule, 
in other segments, issues are resolved by amending the current legislation or through 
technological developments, among others.
The most important unsolved problems in the adult segment are:

  Poor personal data security
NotNot all resources can provide reliable data protection. One of the largest examples 
was the hacking of “Ashley Madison” adult site. Personal data of registered users and 
personal messages were stolen. Intruders extorted money by blackmailing for 
non-distribution of the data obtained.

  Poor payment data security
Due to the imperfect work of billing services, users of adult resources do not feel 
completely safe. Thus, today the problem of anonymity is acute.

TheThe lack of proper protection allows attackers to steal important personal information 
and billing data (login and password to billing services, PIN code of payment cards). As 
a result, money can be stolen from accounts, credit cards can be illegally used to pay 
for goods and services on the Internet .

  Risk of transaction blocking
SomeSome billing services block the ability to buy access to adult resources. Transactions 
are oen blocked until the circumstances become clear, and such a delay can 
negatively affect both users and resources.

  High fees
Payment services set high fees for conducting transactions, up to 20%. At the same 
time, there are no guarantees that the payment data of users will not become known 
to third parties.

    Unfair income distribution
The income distribution system nowadays is unfair and illogical. Usually, the main 
profit goes to the owners of the site, and models and producers are paid a certain fee 
for the creation of content.

Current problems and their solutions: 

6
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Blockchain is gaining popularity, expanding horizons, covering an increasing number 
of users and collecting millions of like-minded people around the world. Yesterday, it 
was just a vague concept, incomprehensible and confusing. Today, this is a promising 
trend, solving many problems, destroying stereotypes and changing habitual views on 
obvious things. Blockchain technology is successfully transforming all the Internet.

Current work scheme of websites

with paid adult content

7

Blockchain technology: problem solving,

new perspectives and the future of the

adult industry



The sexiest market
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Users will receive 100% secure access to adult content. You can view photos and 
videos anonymously without any risk of personal data leak. A smart contract will allow 
a fair distribution of income among all participants in the process (model/producer - 
platform).

A smart contract regulates the relationship between the resource user and the 
model/producer. The interaction scheme is as simple as possible. Calculations 
between the participants of the chain are conducted directly in the cryptocurrency. 
Bypassing payment systems guarantees anonymity, confidentiality and safety of 
personal data of transaction participants.

8

Advantages of a blockchain integration into

an adult content resource 

Advantages of a blockchain integration into

an adult content resource 



The sexiest market
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Blockchain technology have a number of undeniable advantages over payment 
systems. The major advantages for all participants are as follows:

Advantages for users:

 • There are no large fees

 • There are no risks arising from the use of payment services

 • All transactions are anonymous

 • There is no threat to personal and payment data

Advantages for models, producersAdvantages for models, producers

 • There are no large fees

 • Fair distribution of income

 • There are no risks arising from the use of payment services 

9

Benefits for users, models, producers

NO RISKSNO LARGE FEES
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StasyQ – A unique platform with high-quality content of erotic nature, functioning 
since 2015. Its main advantage over other similar sites is the careful selection of 
professional and amateur models, publications of high-resolution video clips, 
photographs with correct exposure and exclusive author's style. Today, it is an 
incredibly popular resource, visited by 600,000-1,000,000 people worldwide every 
month.

Priority objectives of the project:

  • Create a unique platform for viewing and sharing erotic content, where    
  models and producers receive income directly from users, bypassing    
  payment services

 • Ensure an equitable distribution of model/producer income and reduce   
  transaction costs

 • Increase the privacy and security of users by paying for viewing content in   
  cryptocurrency

  • Develop a solution of implementation of cryptocurrency on websites with
  similar content

10

Project Overview

What is StasyQ?
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  Lovers of beautiful eroticism
MagnificentMagnificent locations, beautiful photos, chic models – the high-quality content of 
StasyQ will bring aesthetic pleasure to "gourmets" and connoisseurs of adult content. 
Users will be able to rate photos and videos, as well as vote for the next shooting 
location. The value of the vote will directly depend on the amount of cryptocurrency 
on the personal account. Users will also be able to communicate in live chats with 
models.

  Professional models
WantWant to be a StasyGirl? The platform will destroy the principles established by 
decades, when the site takes the lion's share of profits. With the use of cryptocurrency, 
revenue will be shared fairly with the help of Smart Contract.

  Webcam models
Join the StasyQ platform and become a StasyLive model! Your income will be 
distributed on a fair and transparent basis.

  People needing privacy
ForFor those who want to stay in the shadows and hide their tastes, the platform will 
implement payments in cryptocurrency, which will ensure the anonymity of payment 
information. And no one can know about your hobbies.

  Producers
ProducersProducers with their own and unique content will be able to upload their models' 
videos to the platform. StasyQ moderators will only allow the best and highest-quality 
content that meet the StasyQ requirements. Producer’s income will be accrued 
through a smart contract.

  Third-party sites and content providers
Third-party sites with similar content will be able to connect the ready-made solution 
to their platform, which will provide all the same benefits as StasyQ.

11

The sexiest marketStasyQ: target audience
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The sexiest marketThe main components of the StasyQ platform:

StasyQoin
ERC20 utility token
based on Ethereum
protocol

StasyLive
online chats
and broadcast
by models

StasySolution
ability to integrate
StasyQ token as
a payment method
on your website

Model̀s
account
ability to upload
self-made videos
and get profit

Votes
users weekly voting
for the next shooting
location and models

Interviews
video interviews
with the models 
to meet their
personalities 

Blog
daily behind
the scenes
material from
production sets

Virtual Reality
3D videos with
180 FOV for
VR headsets

Video & Photo
content
up to 4K professional
videos and HQ photos

Whitelabel 
create your own
StasyQ in “one-click”

Producer̀s
account
ability to upload
and monetize
professional videos
made by producers

Will be added aer ICO

Current functionality
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Content will be divided into the following sections and grouped according to thematic 
categories:

   Professional content - already available
Videos shot on a professional camera in 4K resolution. This is expensive content: a certain 

budget is planned for such type of shooting, professionals are involved, and special 

equipment is used.

  Virtual reality — already available
TheThe viewer can be right next to the model, wearing VR glasses. Video in this format will give 

bright sensations and unique emotions. The availability of such content on the platform 

allows StasyQ to stand out in the market of the adult industry and attract a large audience.

  Interviews with models - already available
ForFor many users, it is interesting not only to watch photos and videos with the participation of 

pretty girls, but also to know their personality better. On the platform, a separate section has 

already been created, where the models share with the audience their dreams, fantasies, 

impressions of filming, favorite shots and plans for the future. Many girls are quite popular on 

social networks. Demonstrating their intelligence, they collect thousands of subscribers from 

all over the world. "Interview" section on StasyQ allows models to significantly expand their 

fanbase.

    Amateur content
Usually, this video format is filmed with smartphone by the models themselves. Why is this 

genre so popular? Videos allow you to feel the familiar everyday atmosphere, open up the 

curtain over the hidden and spicy. They are popular due to lack of financial expenses for video 

operator services, studio rent, and use of professional equipment.

IfIf earlier viewers wished only professional content, today this need has significantly 

decreased. Just look on the popularity of Instagram accounts of girls, the main content of 

which is amateur photos and videos with barely covered parts of the body.

Profiles of emancipated girls are oen blocked. Thus, models lose popularity and income. 

StasyQ will unite connoisseurs of quality eroticism and models that want to receive a stable 

high income.

  Live broadcast
LiveLive broadcasts gained popularity, thanks to Periscope and Instagram. Every minute, millions 

of users watch each other in real time. These resources have certain rules and limitations, 

especially concerning erotic content. We will give beautiful girls the opportunity to earn 

money by conducting live broadcasts on the StasyQ platform.

13

The sexiest marketTypes of content on StasyQ platform:
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View the statistics of StasyQ.com

2016 20172015 2016 20172015

2016 20172015 2016 20172015

86

208

32
22 000

109 000

3 000

130 000

920 000

12 000

Unique visits

in 30 days

Subscribers in

social networks

Published

high-quality videos
Average views

for each videos

An average user spends 10-12 minutes on the website.
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The sexiest marketStasyQ rapidly gains popularity

160 000

600 000

40 000
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How will blockchain technologies affect the improvement and development of the 
adult industry? Among the main advantages are transparent calculations between the 
user and the system as well as minimum fees for making payments.
StasyQ token (SQOIN) is an ERC20 token and a smart contract system built on the 
Ethereum protocol. SQOIN allows to:

 • Increase the anonymity of users

 • Improve data security

  • Get rid of fees billing services

 • Get rid of middlemen who leave up to 90% of the income of models and 
producers to themselves

 • Prevent the possibility of blocking bank accounts

SQOIN emission constitutes 350,000,000 tokens, namely:

 — 245,000,000 - will be distributed during the ICO

 — 17,500,000 - used for PR and campaign bounty

  — 87,500,000 - will be shared between the StasyQ team; part will be saved for 
further project support

15

ICO, Team, PR Bounty Programs

Perfect for pleasureStasyCoin — a perfect solution

for the adult industry
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  For users:
SQOINSQOIN is required to gain access to the platform and its content. For each watched 
minute of content, the user will be charged SQOIN as payment. Also, users can spend 
SQOIN to communicate with models in live chat. Using StasyCoin, you can participate 
in votings on the StasyQ platform. The more tokens you have in the user's personal 
account, the more valuable your voice is and more features are available for your 
account.
InIn addition, using SQOIN as payment guarantees that hackers will never get your 
personal and billing data.

  For models:
StasyQStasyQ opens wide opportunities for beautiful girls to earn money. The model receives 
revenue for viewers of content and live broadcasts. The more tokens in the account, 
the higher model rating on the platform and the more noticeable she is for users. The 
use of blockchain and SQOIN will allow models to leave up to 90% of money, paid by 
users, to themselves. There will be no need to pay large fees to intermediary 
platforms.

  For producers:
StudiosStudios and produces can add their top quality content to the platform sections 
themselves, if they feel that their content correspond with the unique and sexy StasyQ 
content style: no explicit scenes, only the most luxurious and glam models and 
mindblowing locations. 
The producer will monetize his videos, receiving SQOIN through a smart contract.

  For third-party resources:
SQOINSQOIN can be used to connect third-party partner sites with similar content. Due to 
this, the scalability of the platform is almost unlimited. And all partner sites will be able 
enjoy full benefits of blockchain technology.

16

Perfect for everyoneKey benefits of using SQOIN tokens
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 • Token emission is limited - 350,000,000 SQOIN.

 • Part of the platform fee will be systematically used for the “buyback&support”
  program. 

 • Unsold tokens will be burned.

 • Limited supply - StasyQ ecosystem stimulates users and models hold SQOIN to  
  open new possibilities and channels privileges within the platform.

  • Constant demand for a token is provided by users using SQOIN for calculations  
  within the platform.

 • Demand for tokens will be supported by the integration of SQOIN into similar  
  sites, which will significantly increase project’s scale and audience.

17

Perfect for youThe high popularity of StasyCoin will be

provided by the following factors:

How will blockchain technologies affect the improvement 

StasyNomics
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The more tokens one has, the more 
features are available and the more 
valuable onès voice is in the 
ongoing StasyQ votings

The more tokens one has on his 
balance, the more the 
model/producer is  visible to 
users

What does
SQOIN give me?

How to get
SQOIN?

Model or Producer User

— Buy on the exchange

— Get as a payment for views
 of content

— Get as a payment for
 live-chatting and personal
 conversation with StasyQ
  platoform users

— Buy on the exchange

How to spend
SQOIN?

— Sell on exchange

— Use to promote your profile
 on the platform 

— Sell on exchange

— Pay for viewing content and
 live-chatting with models

— Participating in votings on
 the platform
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A smart contract will stop ETH reception when a limit of 20,000 ETH is reached, and 
unsold tokens during ICO will be burned.

19

ICO
Important information on ICO

April 6th    2018,  13:00 GMTStart

June 5th  2018,  13:00 GMTEnd

SQOINOfficial name of the token

0.1 ETHMinimal investment

350,000,000Total number of SQOIN tokens

ICO tokens, which are not sold, will be destroyed.
Aer ICO, new SQOIN tokens will not be released.

Perspectives

20,000 ETHICO limit set to

www.stasyq.io Website
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 •  60%: Marketing costs - formation of effective media content, launch of 
large-scale marketing campaigns, and purchase of targeted traffic, among others

 • 20%: Development costs - expansion of the platform functionality (StasyLive, 
Producer Accounts, StasySolution, among others); the development team enlarges up 
to 15-20 core professionals, whose responsibilities include technical platform 
development, implementation of new functions, product testing, and 
troubleshooting

  • 15%: Operational expenses - moderation of models and content, creation of 
new professional content

 • 5%: Legal support - resolution of emerging issues of a legal nature with the 
purpose of conducting activities under the current legislation

20

The collected ETH tokens

will be distributed as follows:

SQOIN value increases

with each subsequent stage

14,500 

14,000 

13,500 

13,000 

12,500 

12,000 

11,500 

11,000 

10,500 

10,000 

ETH Stage Limit

-45%

-40%

-35%

-30%

-25%

-20%

-15%

-10%

-5%

0%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0 - 2,000

2,000 - 4,000

4,000 - 6,000

6,000 - 8,000

8,000 - 10,000

10,000 - 12,000

12,000 - 14,000

14,000 - 16,000

16,000 - 18,000

18,000 - 20,000

Stage Tokens for 1 ETHDiscount

Total 245,000,000 SQOIN
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StasyQ is already a working and successful project uniting numerous aesthetic 
admirers of adult content, who enjoy our top-quality content on a daily basis.

TakingTaking into consideration the growth statistics of Stasyq.com over the last four years 
we are able to forecast the quarterly visitor number growth of 66%, reaching 44.5 
million by the end of 2020. From our experience, we forecast that the number of active 
users, enjoying the paid content would be in the range of 7%. Due to the highest quality 
content and the best models in the industry working on the platform we anticipate that 
the average user spending on live-chat would be on average equal to 150$ per quarter. 
Based on our currently functioning and profitable website, we anticipate that the paid 
subscriber would enjoy an average of 21 videos per quarter. subscriber would enjoy an average of 21 videos per quarter. 

StasyQ.io adult blockchain platform would have four main revenue streams.
Livechat – a unique venue with carefully selected most gorgeous chat companions 
Native videos – produced by our talented in-house filming crews. You can already 
evaluate the quality of our content by visiting stasyq.com
Partner videos – StasyQ.io will allow third party producers to upload top quality 
content matching our concept allowing to earn additional income 

StasyQ blockchain platform will receive a 10% fee from the payment transferred by 
users taking part in live-chat flirting. From our experience of user acquisition and 
project development by effectively managed marketing campaigns we would be able 
to reach a revenue stream of $46m from livechat feature of the platform by the end of 
2020

ByBy releasing new content on a regular basis and increasing the number of models and 
production crews we anticipate, that the revenue stream from native video content 
would reach 375,000$ by the end of 2020. Partner video content would account for the 
smallest part of a revenue stream and will reach 37,000$ per quarter by the end of 2020.

21

Financial model
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Roadmap
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We know how to be exclusive, so we are ready to offer a unique project, which has no 
analogues in the world. We know how to turn an idea into reality. Our ambitions and 
potential allow us to offer an absolutely new product and innovative development, 
solving a number of vital problems in the adult sphere.

WithWith skills, energy and enthusiasm, the team is entirely directed to work to develop 
the platform and expand its functionality on a grand scale. The first results were not 
long in coming. StasyQ is becoming more and more popular on social networks such 
as Vimeo.com, VK.com, YouTube.com and Instagram.com — trailers are viewed by 
millions of users, and photos of models have hundreds of thousands of likes.

And this is just the beginning. Imagine what is waiting for you in the nearest future!

24

Team and goals 
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The Terms and Conditions (the “T&C”) apply to the buyer of the StasyQ token 
(“SQOIN”) and future user of the StasyQ platform. You should carefully read the T&C, 
as well as the white paper of the StasyQ project before participating in the crowdsale. 

25

Disclaimer
Terms and Conditions

1. The following T&C constitute the agreement (the “Agreement”) between StasyQ 
(hereinaer “StasyQ” or the “Company”), and you (the “User”) with respect to the  
purchase of the StasyQ Token and the future services offered through the StasyQ 
platform. By using our services, you are agreeing to be bound by the T&C in its latest 
version. You are aware that StasyQ may change this T&C at any time. Your continued 
use of the StasyQ Platform means that you accept any new or modified terms. 

Applicability 

2. StasyQ Token is a utility token and its purpose is to facilitate services on the StasyQ 
platform. Through the token sale, the future user acquires the future rights to use the 
StasyQ platform. 

3. SQOIN does not have the legal qualification as a security. SQOIN is final and 
non-refundable. SQOIN is not a share and does not give any right to participate in the 
general meetings of StasyQ. SQOIN will not have a particular usage outside the StasyQ 
platform. The purchase of SQOIN shall therefore not be done for speculative usage. 

4.4. SQOIN can be purchased during the crowdsale directly from the Company or aer 
the crowd sale at the Company or exchanger. 

5. Any future User purchasing SQOIN expressly acknowledges and represents that 
she/he has carefully reviewed the T&C and fully understands the risks, costs and 
benefits associated with the purchase of this token as indicated

The StasyQ Token (SQOIN)
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6. A future User undertaking to purchase SQOIN in relation to the token sale should 
ensure that she/he understands and has significant experience of cryptocurrencies, 
blockchain systems and services, and that she/he fully understands the risks 
associated with the token sale as well as the mechanism related to the use of 
cryptocurrencies (incl. storage). 

7.7. StasyQ shall not be responsible for any loss of SQOIN or situations making it 
impossible to access to SQOIN, which may result in any actions or omissions of the 
future User or any person undertaking to acquire SQOIN. 

26

Knowledge required 

8. Acquiring SQOIN involves various risks, in particular that StasyQ may not be able to 
launch its operations and develop its platform. Therefore, and prior to acquiring 
SQOIN, any future user should carefully consider the risks, costs, and benefits of 
acquiring SQOIN within the crowdsale, and, if necessary, obtain independent advice in 
this regard. Any interested person who is not in the position to accept nor to 
understand the risks associated with the crowdsale (incl. the risks related to the non- 
development of StasyQ platform and operations) or any other risks as indicated in the 
T&C, should not acquire SQOIN, at this stage or later. T&C, should not acquire SQOIN, at this stage or later. 

Risks 

9. StasyQ is allowed to acquire SQOIN from the market at market price as value 
disbursement method. The acquisition must be authorized by the Board of Directors, 
under the condition that no conflict of interests is identified. Through acquisition of 
SQOIN, StasyQ is not allowed to perform operations such as manipulation of  SQOIN 

Self Acquisition 

10. The T&C shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an 
investment. They do not constitute or relate in any way nor should they be considered 
as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The T&C do not include or contain any 
information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation or that 
might be used to base any investment decision. SQOIN is a utility token and is not 
intended to be used as an investment. 

Important Disclaimer 
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11. StasyQ will be an operative entity managing a platform and SQOIN is only a utility 
token. Therefore, StasyQ is not a financial intermediary and is not required to obtain 
any authorization for anti-money laundering purposes. 

12. Acquiring SQOIN shall not grant any right or influence over StasyQ’s organization 
and governance to the purchasers. 

13. Employees of StasyQ are allowed to operate with SQOIN at market price if they 
are in knowledge of information that may modify the price of the token. 

14.14. Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing businesses and operations 
associated to cryptocurrencies in the world. In that respect, regulatory measures, 
investigations or actions may impact StasyQ’s business and even limit or prevent it 
from developing its operations in the future. Any person undertaking to acquire 
SQOIN must be aware that the StasyQ business model and the T&C may change or 
need to be modified because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from 
any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such case, purchasers and any person 
undertakingundertaking to acquire SQOIN acknowledge and understand that neither StasyQ nor 
any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damages caused 
by such changes. 

15. StasyQ will do its best to launch its operations and develop the StasyQ platform. 
Any person undertaking to acquire SQOIN acknowledges and understands that 
StasyQ does not provide any guarantee that it will manage to establish an operative 
platform and therefore it cannot guarantee that the SQOIN can be used for social 
trading on the platform. They acknowledge and understand therefore that StasyQ 
(incl. its bodies and employees) assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss or 
damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity to use SQOIN, except in the 
case of intentional misconduct or gross negligence. case of intentional misconduct or gross negligence. 

27
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16. By participating in the crowdsale, the User agrees to the T&C and in particular, they 
represent and warrant that they: 
 . I  are authorized and have full power to purchase SQOIN according to the laws 
that apply in their jurisdiction of domicile;  
 . II  live in a jurisdiction which allows StasyQ to sell the StasyQ tokens through a 
crowdsale without requiring any local authorization;  
  . III  are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which 
they are based and that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not 
prohibited, restricted or subject to additional conditions of any kind;  
 . IV  are not a U.S. citizen, resident or entity (a “U.S. Person”) nor are they 
purchasing StasyQ Tokens or signing on behalf of a U.S. Person. Are not acting for the 
purpose of speculative investment; will not use the Token Sale for any illegal activity, 
including but not limited to money laundering and the financing of terrorism;  
  . V    are solely responsible for determining whether the acquisition of SQOIN is 
appropriate for them; are acquiring SQOIN for future use of the StasyQ platform; 
understand the risks associated with the crowdsale (incl. the risks related to the 
non-development of StasyQ platform and operations); and 
 . VI understand the use of cryptocurrencies and the associated risks. 

Representation and Warranties 

17. To the extent that copyright or other intellectual property rights exist in the StasyQ 
platform, such as soware, know-how, analysis or programs, those copyrights and 
other intellectual and industrial rights belong to StasyQ. 

Intellectual Property Rights 

18. StasyQ, as well as its officers, directors, agents, joint ventures, employees and 
suppliers, assumes no liability or responsibility for any loss arising out of or related to 
the use of the StasyQ platform or any technical, interruption or malfunction of the 
platform.  

19. The limitation of liability set out above shall not be applicable in the event that 
StasyQ, or a StasyQ-employee, has caused the damage by intentional misconduct or 
by gross negligence.  

Limitation of Liability 

20. If any of the provisions of the T&C or of the Agreement are deemed to be invalid, 
void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall continue in full force and effect.  

 Severability 


